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MEETING OF THE TEACHING, STUDENTS, CURRICULUM, AND QUALITY COMMITTEE  
OF THE CORPORATION OF FAREHAM COLLEGE  

Wednesday 4 March 2020 
 

M I N U T E S  
 

Present:   Miss Sophie Burgess (student) 
   Ms Emma Champion 

Mr Josh Dukes (student) 
Mr P Marchbank (Chair) 
Ms T Richardson  
Mr W Terry (student) – until 19.10 
Mrs P Tilt 
 

In attendance:  Mr Richard Bryant (Deputy Principal Finance & Resources) 
Mrs L Davis (AP Students & Improvement) 

 Mrs G Flood (Head of Governance) 
   Mrs L Palmer (AP Curriculum)  

Mrs L Roberts (Managing Director Business Plus) 
Rosie Sharp (Head of English and Maths) (Presentation only)  
   

01/20 Curriculum Area Presentation 
 
Members of the Committee received a presentation from Rosie Sharp (Head of English and Maths) on the 
College’s current Maths and English offer. Chair commended the ‘mantra’ to keep looking at things 
differently.  
ACTION: Chair requested Curriculum Area Presentations are added as Item 1 of the Agenda going forward. 
 
02/20 Item 1 Declaration of Interests 
 
Members were reminded of the need to declare any personal or financial interest in any items of business to 
be considered during the meeting.  There were no interests declared.  
 
03/20 Item 2 Apologies for absence and welcome to new members  
 
New student members Josh, Sophie and Will introduced themselves to the Committee. DP F&R also noted 
this was his first attendance at this Committee.  Apologies for absence were received from Kevin Briscoe and 
Andrew Kaye.  
 
04/20 Item 3 Minutes of the meeting held on the 13 November 2019 
 
The minutes of the meeting held on the 13 November 2019 were agreed as a true and accurate record and 
were signed by the Chair.   
 
Chair noted actions from previous meeting as follows; 

• Additional information to be included in the risk register – Chair confirmed this is included later in 
the agenda 

• Comparison of in-house Health and Wellbeing provision v. 3rd party - APS&I noted that this will be 
scheduled as a future agenda item 

 
05/20 Item 4 HE Board of Studies (HEBoS) Minutes of the meeting held on 27 January 2020 
 
The Committee noted the minutes of the HEBoS meeting held on the 27 January 2020 for information. 
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06/20 Item 5 Feedback from the Student Council 
 
AP S&I and students members provided verbal feedback from the recent Student Council meeting in lieu of 
the minutes having not been included in the pack.   Items included; 

• significant charity fundraising by student Harry Weller 

• considerations of cashless spending options due to the minimum charge of £2 

• successful integration of lanyards and access control 

• social areas and the provision of extra chairs in D block 

• eco group and its ongoing work 
 

A student voiced his concerns about mixed messaging in relation to work experience (WE). There is some 
confusion around what specifically counts as WE and what is classed as ‘enrichment’. He also noted it 
continues to be very difficult to find placements – many students were sold the course on the basis that the 
College would provide placements for them. APC confirmed she was aware that there are issues in finding 
sufficient placements, but that she is keen that students are aware of how important this is to their course 
and to be clear about how to log their WE time. MDBP added it was also important that the College were 
clear with employers exactly what we want/expect our students to do.  The student went on to ask APC how 
the College will be able to provide sufficient employers for WE when the T levels increase the quantity of 
hours to 315 per student? APC confirmed that this is being prepared for, noting that T level WE has to be 
provided by a maximum of 2 employers and must be planned and organised by the College in order to be 
eligible.  
ACTION: APC and MDBP to provide feedback to WE team 
 
07/20 Item 6 Risk Management – review of top college risks identified by the College Risk Management 

Group  
 

Members of the Committee were provided with the Risk Register which outlined the top risks which were 
the responsibility of the TSCQ Committee to monitor and review.  The Committee were asked to note the 
reduced total of four risks assigned to TSCQ for overview. The Deputy Principal gave an overview of each 
risk.   
 
Risk 1 – Poor Outcomes leading to a loss of reputation and reduction in student recruitment. 
Risk 2 – Poor recruitment leads to a decline in funding 
 
Risk 3 – Staff and Student Wellbeing  
RB noted we are increasingly confident in the systems and processes we have in place in respect of 
wellbeing.  EC (in the capacity as Link Governor) confirmed her confidence in this as a priority for the College. 
Students confirmed they felt generally well supported. WT raised issues with peers struggling with lack of 
study skills. AP S&I confirmed this is something to be considered within wider student support, noting she is 
aware that assessment plans are not being equally shared within curriculum areas and that this is something 
that needs to be looked at.   
 
Risk 5 - T level preparation underdeveloped resulting in risks to recruitment/funding/WEX 
It was noted that preparation was going well but in terms of recruitment there was a mixed bag in terms of 
reception from schools and parents generally. APS&I working hard with Marketing team to visit school and 
relevant events and promote T level’s as a credible alternative to A’levels. Potential issues with securing of 
industry placements already been discussed.  
 
The Chair noted the College approach to COVID report circulated earlier today, RB confirmed that there is an 
overarching risk relating to a significant external event/attack/epidemic. He went on to confirm that there is 
a watching brief – the DoE have a dedicated daily updated resource and there have been several staff emails 
on the issue. A special SLT meeting for this Friday has also been arranged. APS&I noted in term of students, 
posters are on order, as are additional hand sanitisers for all campuses. Messaging is scheduled for tutor 
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time and plasma screens at all campuses.  Chair queried our approach on visitors and guests onsite. APS&I 
confirmed that we retain a log, but we are unlikely to be tracking if they have been to affected areas – it was 
agreed this would be raised at the special SLT meeting on Friday.  
 
08/20 Item 7 TSCQ Autumn Term Report – February 2020  
 
Members of the Committee received a detailed summer term report which provided an overview of the 
developments and plans that had taken place or would be taking place in relation to Teaching, Students, 
Curriculum and Quality in the Spring Term 2020.   
 
Attendance/Retention 
Whilst there is some fluctuation in attendance in some faculties, overall college attendance remains 
static year on year to date.  Retention is at college target of 95% and all students who are assessed as ‘at risk 
of withdrawal’ are flagged and appropriate intervention instigated.  

 

Work experience and industry placements  
The Committee were informed that the College has exceeded ESFA target of 166 placements with 173 
current placements. Five of the total 173 students have already completed their 315-hour minimum target. 
It was noted challenging sectors to place students remain Digital and Engineering environments. As 
previously discussed, a higher target of industry placements is having an effect on the number of employers 
and, consequently, work experience is currently a challenge. 
 
T Levels 
APC noted her confidence in our current progression and readiness for T Level preparation. She noted that 
the Department for Education, Association of Colleges (AOC) and the ESFA have all stated they are confident 
with our progress to date. The Committee were informed that a new opportunity to bid for T Level capital 
for 2021 pathways has just been announced and we intend to develop another bid. 
 
Student Numbers 2020/21 
Full Time applications continue to be healthy and at the same point as 19/20. The College is due to commence 
its progression process and with more students on roll this year, we are confident applications will continue 
to improve. It was noted that conversions of applications to involvement is positive around 90%.  
 
APS&I informed the Committee that of note, travel to learn data suggests that a significant number of students 
are still travelling out of area to other College’s e.g. Barton Peveril etc. Work will continue to develop the T 
level profile and increase our profile in the Portsmouth vicinity (where we also could improve numbers) 
 
In respect of HE applications, there are 60 to date, compared to none this time last year (HE offer wasn’t 
issued until May in 18-19) but there are still concerns we will match the total application of 300. 
 
Performance of vulnerable groups  
At this point in year, there are no significant variances that are a cause for concern. APS&I informed the 
Committee that the performance of vulnerable groups demonstrates all meet or are slightly higher than 
Colleges current retention rates. 
 
Safeguarding 
The Committee were informed that Safeguarding and student wellbeing remain a priority. APS&I happy to 
confirm 94% retention of students with a mental health diagnosis – work continues to provide more 
reporting around this group of students. 
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Behaviour & Behaviour statistics 
The Committee were informed the new behaviour management policy is working well with a focus on earlier 
intervention and rewarding good behaviour. It was noted that written warnings had decreased notably with 
the number of suspensions/exclusions remaining static.  
 
Student Voice  
APS&I noted that the Student Voice is positively heard with a strong Student Council and good 
representation at Corporation and Committee meetings. It was noted the EFSA survey on student voice 
which will be reportable by the next TSCQ meeting.  
 
Quality of Education 
In respect of quality of education, APS&I noted that the ongoing progress boards and Quality Standards 
Monitoring (QSM’s) provide SLT a clear indication where outcomes are heading. Where necessary IQR’s 
(deep dives) are still taking place e.g. engineering.  However there have been massive improvements in 
English and Maths and reporting/data use to target learners as well as apprentice data in respect of tracking 
and monitoring.  
 
TLA/CPD 
TLA remains a strength and performance monitoring of staff is robust. The Committee were informed that 
SLT and Faculty Directors perform weekly walkabouts speaking to staff and students. TR provided her 
opinion as a teacher and noted she feels this is positive, the new ‘norm’ and good for students to see 
members of SLT in their department.  
 
Destination  
16-18 show’s a good picture with 94% of student destinations known, with 65% progressing within college. It 
was noted that it is proving difficult to report the destinations for apprenticeships and part time students, 
the College will be reviewing this to improve records.  
 
19.10  William Terry left the meeting. 
 
Apprenticeships 
MDBP provide an overview of actions taken towards each identified improvement arising from the Internal 
Quality Review (IQR or deep dives). The Committee commended the Business Plus Team for the significant 
amount of work that has been done in response to the ‘deep dive’ and noted the distance travelled.  AS&I 
noted that she felt confident that there would be improvement in the next quality review due very shortly.  
APS&I noted that there would not be an EFSA Employer feedback survey this year however we plan to 
survey internally (using the same questions) to get a temperature reading of how employers are feeling.  
 
The Committee noted the termly Teaching, Students, Curriculum and Quality report for the Spring Term.  
 
09/20 Item 08 Strategies and Policies  
 
The APS&I gave a short overview of the each of the 3 policies/statements that are required to be annually 
reviewed as part of our registration with the Office for Students (OfS).  It was noted there had been no 
material changes to the previous content.  
 
Members of the Committee reviewed and approved the following formal polices; 
OfS Fair Access and Widening Statement  
OfS Compliance with consumer protection law  
OfS Student Protection Plan  
 

The meeting closed at 19.27. 


